
Title: What were the ghettos?
5 a day starter
1. What treaty did Britain, France and the USA 

create after WW1 to prevent another war and 
punish Germany?

2. Which country loaned money to Germany in the 
1920s?

3. What title did Hitler use after 1934?                      
A) Fuhrer,   B) Chancellor,   C) President.

4. Name one country that saw trench warfare on its 
soil during WW1.

5. What does Anti-Semitic mean?

Essential knowledge this lesson: As the Nazis moved across Europe they came across Jewish 
communities, especially in Poland. They made the Jews lived in segregated parts of the cities away from 
non-Jews and brutally mistreated them.

Word bank
Segregation

Tuesday, 22 September 
2020

Challenge task: Some historians believe that the way the First 
World War ended and how Germany was treated afterwards 
directly led to WW2. Do you think this is right?

Last 
week

2-3 
weeks 
ago

Further 
back You will 

know…
So that you 
can do…

What the 
conditions in 
the ghettos 
were like

An 
explanation of 
how the
mistreatment 
of the Jews 
progressed 
over time

LAST LESSON:
kindertransport

NEXT LESSON:
Final Solution



Key skill

Placing historical events into a 

wider chronological 

understanding

Learning Objective

To describe the conditions in 

the Polish ghettos and 

compare to early treatment of 

German Jews in the 1930s

ALL
State… examples of conditions in the ghettos

MOST

Describe… the conditions and begin to use the language of 
change to compare to pervious treatment of Jews

SOME
Explain… use knowledge of the 1930s context to compare and 

contrast the changing treatment of Jews by the Nazis

Lesson enquiry question title



Resources

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk0CPzfPKIw

• Yad Vashem, 16.19mins

• Knowledge organiser 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk0CPzfPKIw
Sources on Life in the Jewish Ghettos.docx


Mid-lesson Low stakes quiz

1 What did ghettos have around them to keep them separate from the rest 
of the city?

2 In which country were most Jewish ghettos located?

3 What was a Blauschein?

4 List 3 examples of poor living conditions in the ghettos.

5 How many calories a day was the food ration in the ghettos?

6 How did children try to support their families in the ghettos?

QUICK 6



Think back to lesson 3 of this topic

Using this sheet 
and what you’ve 
learnt this lesson 
answer the 
question on the 
next slide.



How had the Nazi treatment of Jews changed between and 1933 and 1943?

Writing frame

Between the years and Jews had to endure humiliating 

treatment, for example…

This changed and the Nazi treatment of Jews became more extreme after 

. Jews were sent to ghettos because…

When they were in the ghettos they suffered greatly, for example…

CHALLENGE: The reason why the treatment of Jews got more serious over 

time was because…

Success criteria

Has used 

accurate dates

Has given 

detailed 

examples

Shown specific 

knowledge by 

using historical 

terms


